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How does the remote control 
communicate with the drone?



Centered
On
2.42GHz

I signal

Magnitude sqrt(I^2+Q^2)

dphi

Sample rate limited 
to 20MS/s
(4MS/s without 
underruns due to 
USB2 limitations)



Source code for firmware (Linux) and 
FPGA available and usable!



Building the FPGA firmware



Cross-compile C++ program to capture data 
inside Zynq ARM Chip

https://github.com/plops/build_pluto_firmware/blob/main/capture/source/vis_00_base.cpp

Sample rate 61.44MS/s
Training symbols?



Phase of training symbols 
jumps with 1MHz rate



Decoded data!



Document 
overview

1 Sentinel_High_Level_Operations_Plan
20190722 Entire fleet, uk overseas territories, mining...

2 Sentinel-1-Ocean-Wind-Fields-OWI-ATBD.pdf
20190627 Wind gridding L2 processing

3 Sentinel-1-Product-Specification.pdf
20190627 Like 10

4 Sentinel-1-Level-1-Detailed-Algorithm-Definition
20190607 Focussing, header verification

5 Guide-to-Sentinel-1-Geocoding.pdf
20190326 Orbit and timing parameters, probably useful

6

Sentinel-1-masking-no-value-pixels-grd-products-

note

20190129 Discrete sampling window start time near artifacts

7 Sentinel-1_IPF_Auxiliary_Product_Specification

20171221 Contains decoded data that they use for L1 
process

8

Thermal-Denoising-of-Products-Generated-by-

Sentinel-1-IPF

20171128 Additive noise noticable in regions of low signal

9 Sentinel-1-TOPS-SLC_Deramping
20170110 pulse

10 Sentinel-1_Product_Specification
20180419 L1 and l2, i might want their centroid estimates

11 Sentinel-1-Product-Definition
20160325 l1 and l2 descriptions

12

Sentinel-

1A_TOPS_Radiometric_Calibration_Refinement

20151124 201508 s1a pol gain imbalance correction

13 Sentinel-1-IPF_EAP_Phase_correction
20150722 201503 phase in data change, now antenna

14

Sentinel-1-SAR-Space-Packet-Protocol-Data-

Unit.pdf

20150622 Main spec, compression and data decoding

15 S1-Radiometric-Calibration-V1.0.pdf
20150521 Radar crossection in slc and grd products

16 Sentinel-1-Level-0-Data-Decoding-Package.pdf
20150128 Example data of decoding (maybe very useful)

16a SAR calibration plan
20140909 documents calibration sequence

17

Sentinel-1_Level-

0_Product_Format_Specification.pdf

20121220 filenames and zip contents

I am most interested in red

Blue .. ratiometric
Green .. format
Violet .. derived products
Yellow .. performance change
Red .. raw decoding

https://sentinel.esa.int/documents/247904/685154/Sentinel_High_Level_Operations_Plan
https://sentinel.esa.int/documents/247904/3861173/Sentinel-1-Ocean-Wind-Fields-OWI-ATBD.pdf
https://sentinel.esa.int/documents/247904/349449/Sentinel-1-Product-Specification.pdf
https://sentinel.esa.int/documents/247904/1877131/Sentinel-1-Level-1-Detailed-Algorithm-Definition
https://sentinel.esa.int/documents/247904/1653442/Guide-to-Sentinel-1-Geocoding.pdf
https://sentinel.esa.int/documents/247904/2142675/Sentinel-1-masking-no-value-pixels-grd-products-note
https://sentinel.esa.int/documents/247904/1877131/Sentinel-1_IPF_Auxiliary_Product_Specification
https://sentinel.esa.int/documents/247904/2142675/Thermal-Denoising-of-Products-Generated-by-Sentinel-1-IPF
https://sentinel.esa.int/documents/247904/1653442/Sentinel-1-TOPS-SLC_Deramping
https://sentinel.esa.int/documents/247904/349449/Sentinel-1_Product_Specification
https://sentinel.esa.int/documents/247904/1877131/Sentinel-1-Product-Definition
https://sentinel.esa.int/documents/247904/2142675/Sentinel-1A_TOPS_Radiometric_Calibration_Refinement
https://sentinel.esa.int/documents/247904/1653440/Sentinel-1-IPF_EAP_Phase_correction
https://sentinel.esa.int/documents/247904/2142675/Sentinel-1-SAR-Space-Packet-Protocol-Data-Unit.pdf
https://sentinel.esa.int/documents/247904/685163/S1-Radiometric-Calibration-V1.0.pdf
https://sentinel.esa.int/documents/247904/685163/Sentinel-1-Level-0-Data-Decoding-Package.pdf
https://sedas.satapps.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/Sentinel-1-SAR-Instrument-Calibration-and-Characterization-Plan.pdf
https://sentinel.esa.int/documents/247904/349449/Sentinel-1_Level-0_Product_Format_Specification.pdf


The dual polarized antenna allows at one time either transmission in one 
single, but selectable polarization (H or V) or simultaneous reception of both H 
and V polarization.

planar phased array antenna carrying 280 phase centers, which are organized 
in 20 rows (elevation) and 14 columns (azimuth). The foldable array antenna 
has an overall size of 12.3 m x 0.84 m 



Decode space packet
(unprocessed level 0 RF data as it is sent to the 
ground station)



https://topex.ucsd.edu/gmtsar/tar/GMTSAR_2ND.pdf

Compare measured calibration pulses and generated chirped pulse replicas
Decode (uncompress) raw data
Deconvolve with inverse chirp (pulse compression)

https://github.com/plops/cl-cpp-
generator2/tree/master/example/08_copernicus_radar/source



Unprocessed SAR data looks like noise most of the time!
(like digital holograms or ultrasound data)
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Range compression 
(deconvolve chirp)



Next step: azimuth compression
(integrate along parabola, or some shape depending on orbit)

Search for data with sparse strong 
reflectors

(e.g. ships)



Maximum of signal over 3 years
Shipping lane
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